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Mardi 4, 1970

Gallagher Seeks Reforms
Via 'Negotiable' Demands
By l\UKE FARjRELL

DeIUlis Gallagher ,tands with right hand rai5ed d ~ his
lnaucuration into the oll:lce of Student GO\'ernment PresIde.t.
Oftk:JaUng Is attorney general, .Joe Coyne.

Dr. Barone Defends
President's Position
By TIMOTHY GB.&e_ E d l....

Following the publication of
Student Government demands and the ensuInl verbal
attacks made an University
President, Rev. WiU1am McInnes. S,J., Dr. John A. Barone,
newly appointed University Provost, issued statements defending the stand of President Melnnes on the key issue of having a tri-partite council which
is binding in certain areas while
only advisory in others. It waa
this particular viewpoint of Fr.
McInnes which caused Student
President Dennis Gallagber to
question his honesty during a
recent speech before the members of SAM laSt Wednesday
17

_L

Dr. Barone. the fonner Vice
President of Planning and one
of those responsible for providing the initial thrust in the institution and development of
td-partitism as a means of govvernance at Fairfield, mentioned that two years ago when
Father McInnes Initiated the
concept, it was emphasized that
"each sector of the University
(administration. faculty and students) would not be living up
power but rather sharing it."
He stated, however, that the
students obviously had the most
to gain because they previously
had the fewest powers.
Although the power of the
University was to be divided
through the implementation 01
this concept of tri-partite government. Dr. Barone said it was
made clear that "the ultimate
legal responsibility for the University still remained with the
Board of Trustees." The tripartite council, In fonning,
would merely be taking on certain seU contained activities of
the University.
In light of these developments,
00 Saturday, September 13, 1969
the trl-partite University Counell passed the resolUtiOll that

"this Senate will be a deelsionmaking body with some areas
of responsibility yet to be defined." Concerning the issue of
its ability to bind by its decisions those areas which goy.
erned, Dr. Barone noted that
(Contiaued on Pace '7)

"In the realm of academic
reform, the major problem facing Fairfield University is the
lack of student voice and student representation," cites Dennis Gallagher, newly elected
and inaugurated President of
the Student Government. "Here
at Fairfield the task of curriculum change has been reserved
to the faculty with approval from
administrative areas. However,
there has been a distinct display
of ineptness on the part of the
faculty. This constant failure to
achieve a workable quorum resulted in the lowering of the
quorum standards to 25% plus
1% of the faculty. Such a low
quorum does not allow for a
cross-section of opinions. The
faculty is plagued with a lack
of interest In their duty of academic reform."
On Tuesday, February 25,
Dennis Gallagher was elected
President of the Student Government. He Is presently launch·
ing a program of academic reform under the theme of a binding tri-p3'"titt> :-nard of equal

representation among members
of the student body, faculty and
administration.
Dennis believes that the need
for academic reform has reached a critical stage. Under his
direction the Student Government drew up a petition of
seventeen demands. The word
"demand" has been employed to
stimulate attention in the University community. These seventeen demands are not binding,
they are extremely negotiable.
The petition represents the demand for student voice not student power.
These negotiable points signi_
fy the concerns of the students
in respect to academic change.
The Student Government sincerely hopes that Fairfield's
pursuit for equal student representation can be achieved
through negotiations.
Apart from the formal program of the Student Government. Dennis is fully supported
by the other candidates in last
week's election for the Presidency. Upon the outcome of the
election, the other candidates

Fr. McInnes Names Provost
Dr. John A. Barone has been
appointed to the newly created
position of Provost of Fairfield
University it was announced by
university president, the Rev.
William C. McInnes, S.J.
As provost, Dr. Barone will
have the administrative responsibility for institutional management and allocation of resources within the university.
The academic, student services, operations and university
relations divisions will continue
to report to the president for
general polley decisions and will
now report to the provost for
decisions In.lo·olving management
and resources.
In addition, he will include
management information systems, planning coordination, InstnJctional research and p~
gramming, data processing, facilities planning. academic research, library, computer center, reserach centers, Inter-Insti·
tutional activities (like HECUS), the media center and other
academic services.
Top Official
I:l assuming the duties (Jf thi.~
office, Dr. Barone has beoome
the highest ranking lay administrator in the 28 colleges and universities conducted by the
Jesuits in the United States.
According to Father McInnes,
the new administrative aJ.!znment wtt1 permit hi:n more tinre
to concentrate on general policy
making. long range P1annt.nG

and outside oonununity relations.
"I feel that this new arrangement wlll provide a more
eJ'ricient decentralized management structure for the 70's."
The creation of this position

full professorship in the chemistry department In 1962.
In 1966, he was honored by
being the first layman at Fairfield University to be named to
a vice-presidential post.
As vice-president for planning. Dr. Barone supervised the
long range programs both in
facilities and academic pr0grams as well as administration
of research funds and grants.
Dr. Barone Is a graduate of
the Univesity of Butr'alo and received his masters and doctorate from Purdue University.
Dl.stin~lllhed

makes the best use of available
resources at Fairfield, offers efDeency of operation and improved management systems
within an academic institution.
Fr. McInnes noted that Dr.
Barone brings to the new office
a long association with the university as a faculty member
and administrator as the vicepresident for planning.
20th Year Id U.
Dr. Barone joined the Fairfield faculty in 1950 as an Instructor <ifter completing work
as a research fellow at Purdue
University.
He advanced through the
ranks of the faculty, achieving

Pallt

Listed among his educational
and professional memberships
are Phi Beta Kappa, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Assoc:iation of University
Professors and the American
Chemical Society.
Dr. Barone also serves as
chainnan of the Board of Directors for the Jesuit Reseach
Council of Amerl08, as a member of the Board of Trustees of
the Connecticut Council for Science Education and the Board
of Directors and administrative
board of the Higher Education
Center for Urban StUdies.
He Is listed in "Who's WlIo In
Ameican Education". "Who's
Who in the East.. and "American Men of Science."
He and his wife, Rosemary,
reside at Round Hill Road in
Fairfield.

pledged their support after realizing that their ultimate goals
are the same. Together with
Dennis Gallagher, Stephen Dormer, Robert Murphy, and Jeffrey Reinhard, the croswection
of Fairfield's student body bu
been merged and the need for
student solidarity has been
achieved.
'"The uniting of former political candidates Is a new idea
at Fairfield, and its results can
be extremely valuable," are the
words of candidate Bob Murphy. "I commend Dennis for
bringing myself and the other
candidates into a firm union for
academic change."
Jeff Reinhard stated "during
the election we really only dif(Continued on Page 8)

Senate Cites
Absenteeism
By KEVIN McAl1LIFFE
On February 23, faced with
a lack of quorum and a consequent Inability ·to handle the
new round of Tripartite appointments, an angry Speaker
Allan Kaulbach exercised his
new constitutional power to impeach 14 legislators, more than
a fourth of the body, for chronic
absenteeism, and to authorize
the Student Senate to elect their
replacements on March 2.
Given one week to show eause
why they should not be censured or removed were:
OOMMUTERs. Class of 1973.
1llomas Krom; 1972, senators
Krausse and Lacobeille; 1970
Pete Arroyo and Olales Scalese.
OFF-CAMPUS BOARDERS.
John Mekrut, Secretary.
LOYOLA.
Peter
Lennox,
John Maruzo.
CONZAGA, John Hayes
REGIS. Frank Verrastro.
~EW DORM. Dennis Barry,
Michael Feighan, John O'Neil,
Carl De Lucia.
Mr. Kaulbach also announced
the resignations of Robert Carpenter as Olairman of the A(}.
mfnistrative Commlttee, which
has yet to report out its ftnancial investigation of the Univer_
sity, and appointed Gregory
Keilty as interim Chairman. He
appointed General Langlais as
acting Secretary In Mr. Mekruts' absence.
President Albert Marlanl addressed what legislators were
present. infonning them that his
successor would necessarily
have to bear the brunt of fu].
tilling the academIc resolution
of. the last meeting and dealing
WIth the University Budget
Committee. to which Mr. Marianl asserted he would appoint
no new representatives.
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Sophs Consider Vietnam, Draft, and Religion
rDITOR'S SOTE: Thl!ll I!II the ~ond of three artl('les which wtll anal)'z.e tll~ re.ol~ of l'L qUM'
Uonnair,. gln,n to thf' Sophomo", class. The qU"!itlonnal~ was compo$ed and anal.\,z.ed b)' .lOll·
eph Mcore '12. Thl!i In!itallment will wneem il8f'1f with th,. i!iliue§ ot the draft. Vietnam, and
religion. The final article. which will appear nl'xt week, wUl ronr tbe rel!Iul~ of questlODa asked
about eo-edueatlon and collet;"e We In general.
By JOSEPH MOORE

Lrst in order of importance
the following items for inunediate change:
bringing an end
war in Vietnam
revamp of the
system
lowering of the
age to 18
lowering of the
ing age to 18

to the

964
draCt
662
voting

608
drink306

Do you feel that the drart in
its present form Is legal '!'

43.1"

yes
DO

S6.3~

Do you feel that the dratt

should remain the same L6'1lo

altered slightly

27.~

abolished

31.2%
33.3%

"''''_
,hang'"

...

no opinion

no

35.5%
64.5%

Do you think that you will
eventually become a member of
the armed forces?
yea
55.5"
no
45.5tJ'
Tbe Draft

56.1% felt that the draft was
not legaL It must be noted that
these questions were answered
before the switch to the lottery
form of the draft. A little more
than half felt that they would
eventually become members of
the armed forces, however,
64.5% felt that the draft was
immoral. One-third felt that the
draft should be abolished and
31.2% felt that it should be
radically changed. Only 1.6%
felt that It should remain the
same and 21.9% felt that It
should be altered slightly _
perhaps a lottery'!'
The Vietnam war received
the most points (or immediate
change (964) in question 13.
This is clear evidence of this
generation's preoccupation with
the war followed by something
very closely associated with it
- the draft (662). Closely follOWing the draft was the lower..
Ing o( the voting age to 18
16(8). Lowering of the drinking age resulted a distant (ourth
1306 points).
Do you (eel that the present

20.4%

11%
68.8%

Do you favor immediate withdrawal'!'
yes
no

37.9%
62.1%

Do you favor a publicly announced timetable for bringing
the troops home?

yes
no

56.2%

Is

immoral war.
What religion were you raised in'r
Roman Catholic 98.5%
other
1.5%
What religion, if any, do you
consider yourself a member?
Catholic
65.9%
none
15.1%
Christian
1.9'3'
my own
3%
no answer
3 %
other
4.9%
How often do you attend Mass

sexual intercourse is wrong (as
preached by the OlUrch) and
24.8% felt that the Ptipe is infaliible on matters of faith and
morals (as preached by the
Church).
Although 65.9% still consider
themselves Catholic the majority are not "Catholic" in the old
sense in that there is such an
obvious disagreement with traditional and basic beliefs. Besides
there "liberal Catholics" there
were 15.1% who belonged to no
organized religion and 1.9% who
replied "Christianity." Many of
the "liberal Catholics" are hoping that the highly structured
Catholic Church will soon
change while the others have
chosen to live in a dift'erent way
outside of the Church.

43.K

The war in Vietnam has made
this generation more aware of
the social ills, not only in thiI
country, but throughout the

world

..,...

strongly agree

Do you feel that the draft in
its present form is moral?

yea
no

--=---------------reflecting what many feel
an

course which the U.S. is taking
in Vietnam is right'r

long to the same religion as
their parents thus there are
16.2% who don't personally c0nsider themselvcs Catholic yet
are of the same religion as their
parents. This percentage is possibly comprised of those who
readily admit to themselves that
they are not really members of
the Church, but still remain
somehow linked to the Church,
if in namc only, because of s0cial pressures.
35% believed that the Mass
is a meaningful celebration
among Christlans and this Is
closely tied with the 38.2% who
attend Mass weekly. (keep in
mind, however, that this is only
a little more than half who consider themselves catholic.
26.9% felt that premarital

no opinion

"",,,...
strongly disagree

40."0

50.""
2.3~

.

..,.

5.8%

Do you feel that the United
States has the right or obligation to aid other nations with
U.S. troops in their struggles'r

y",
no

......
' ...

.5"

48.

.e

_
'"'"

The Vleblam War
68.690 felt that the United
States was (ollowing the wrong
course in the Vietnam war. A
little more than % (37.9%) felt
that an immediate withdrawal
is the proper solution. In 8Ih
other question more than half
(56.2%> agreed to a publicly
announced timetable for bringing the troops home. It should
be noted that in the time which
has passed since the questionnaire was given out there has
been no drastic change In the
American strategy.
51.5% felt that the United
States does not have the right
or obligation to aid other nations with United States' troops
in their struggles. Expectedly.
91% either strongly agreed or
agreed that the Vietnam war
has made this generation more
aware of the social ills, not only
in this country but throughout
the world. 40% replied that they
would not fight in the war if
they were drafted right now

IS

••

51.4"

It you were drafted right DOW,
would you fight in Vietnam r

no
yea

_.

28

on the average at
weekly
monthly
seldom
never

22

23

29

30

215

.

.a
20

27

Fairiie'lld~' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
....

38.2%

9.59'
18.1%
33.9%

Do you believe that the present form of the Mass is a meaningfUl celebration among Christians ?
yes
35.3%
no
64.1%
Do you believe that premarital sexual intercourse is wrong?
yes
26.9%
no
13.1%
Do you believe that the Pope
is infallible on matters of faith
and morals '!'
24 ..,.
y"
no
75....
Do you belong to the same
religion as one or both of your
parents!
yes
82.1%
no
17.~
A majority of your friends
belong to the same reJiglon as
you?

YO'
no

.....

-

•

"'~"

19.1%
Religion
These questions are concerned with organized: religion not
personal philosophies. It was
an effort to find out how many
students consider themselves
members of an established religion and If so, to what extent
98.5% or those who replied were
raised in Roman Catholicism,
yet at the present only 65.0%
consider themselves Catholic.
However, 82.1% said they be-

Campus News
ART

EXHmlT

The third annual exhibition of
Southern New England painters
will open with a -black tie preview for invited guests Friday
evening March 6 at 8:30 in
Fairfield University's Campus
Center Oak Room Gallery.
The exhibition, which will feature three works from each of
tweive
distinguished
artists
from Southern New England,
will be open dally to the public
from March 1-24.
This year's works will be primarily of an abstract nature as
opposed to previous years exhibitions, which have displayed
a variety of art types..

• • •

3:30 p.m. The following members of the team have been
flexing their muscles and shed,
ding excessive pounds under the
active direction of team captain Ed Smith: R. Umbdenstock,
Tim Dowling, Tom Wood, John
Mesek, Joe Evan. Dave Skeffington, John Irwin, Wm. Murphy, Steve Marchony, R. Cullen, Steve Lane, and Don McInerney. Anyone else wishing
to try out for the team must
participate in these workouts
and should contact either Ed
Sntith, the Tennis Captain, or
Dr. Grassi, Tennis Coach.

• • •
o.K.s.

The Afro-American Society
of Fairfield University will
sponsor a mixer this Saturday
night, March 7th. Called "An
Experience in Soul for Everyday People," the mixer wiII feature "The Entertainers". It will
run from 8:30 to 1:00, and
there will be an after-party. Admission Is $1..50 and all are invited.

The Cardinal Key Society
will sponsor a Cultural Trip to
New York City to see "Operation SidewInder" on March 7.
The cost is $3 per person for
bus ride and ticket. The bus
will leave at 12 noon. Tickets
are on sale in the C.C. at meai
times for the rest of the week.

• • •

STUDENT DmECTORIES

TENNIS TEAM
The Tennis Team is working
out in the gym on Mondays.
Wednesdays, and Thursdays at

C. K. S. will distribute student directories on a first come
first serve basis starting at 10
a.m. 'Ibursda,y in the c.c. lobby.

• • •

THE
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News Analysis

fiery SAM Backs Demands
By JACK COUTURE
Newil Edltor
A group of about a hundrer Student Action,> Movement (SAM) members left the Oak Room
Thursday night with shouts of "Power for the Pea pie" after a stirrIng declaration of support for the
Student Government demands. The meeting was highlighted by President Gallagher's emotionally
charged address urging for total student unity behind him.
Greg Keilty, Chairman of the Draft Resistance Committee, opened discussion on the Student
Government demands by calling for a definition of student power - which the meeting: never saw.
"Most of us remember what
happened last year. All anybody demand, but remember the de- the demands and this would not
could see were booze and mands are negotiable,"
be an actual consensus.
broads. It's up to SAM to idenThey also noted that Rev.
Manifestos 8uch ILl!I these from
tify the underlying Issues of the newly elected President reMcInnes had criticized Kevin
President Gallagher's demands sulted in emotion ruling the
McAuliffe repeatedly during
as student rights. Of primary meeting ra.ther than clear fa·
their meeting in reference to
concern is the establishment of t1onaJlty. The tone of the SAM the McAuliffe "resigning-firing"
a binding Tri-Partite. This will meeting can be summed up in controversy.
establish student rights. We this contribution by a SAMite,
Said -Reinhard,
"McInnes
cannot again make the mistake "We have the leadership we could never defend himself. The
of reverting to particular is- have always been looking for, only excuse he could give for
sues."
his action was that the action
he's given us the 18IIoue8, and
of the Budget Committee could
Former Presidential candi now we need the power!"
In a post-meeting huddle with not be revealed until it had
date, Jeff Reinhard, spoke of a
meeting he, Dennis Gallagher, this reporter, Jeff Reinhard and been ruled upon! McInnes
Bob Murphy and Stephen Dor- Bob Murphy clarified some of should have decided ahead of
mer, had held with President Gallagher's naming attacks at time who was to make the anMcInnes that afternoon. "Rev. Rev. McInnes. Gallagher had nouncement of the tuition and
McInnes indicated that two used the McInnes quote, "Unan- room-and-board increases."
Discussion of radical action
weeks before the deadline was imity in voting does not necesnot enough time to form a work- sarily mean consensus," to dra- was supprssed at the beginning
able Tri-Partite. I don't agree matize the inconsistency of the of the meeting by those in
and what I want to see Is a University President. Though charge and gradually the terms
blndlng Trl·Partite make a spe- they admitted they thought Me-- strike, building take-over, stucific deciSion on each of the Innes had acted in an evasive dent power, strategy, and tacseventeen d em and s belore manner, this particular quote tics, became freely and recurMarch 16."
was shown to be in reference to rently mentioned. The idea of
community prevalent in the
the
petition.
Greg Keilty emphasized that
President McInnes stated that initial stages of the meeting bethe disorganized faculty would
never get together in time to there could be five hundred sig- came overshadowed by an ungive definite decisions before natures of people who did not proportional desire for student
the deadline unle6s the student have a thorough knOWledge of power.
body, led by SAM, made sure
they finally moved.
"The reason notbing ha.s been
done in the pMt by the faculty
ill beeauae they are too damn
lazy!"
President Dennis Ga.liagher
made himself aD object of con·
troversy by c.aJllng for spirit
and unit)· in the community on
The Metaphysical Society at Presidential Address, entitled
one hand, and on tlJe other hand America will celebrate its 20th "Event, Act or Presence."
spouted "ebement bolts of fire anniversary March 13 and 14
Other Friday speakers will
aimed at Rel'. l\lclnnes, charg,
include Bruce Wilshire of Rutwhen
it
holds
its
annual
conferIng him with making absurd
gers University, who will dig..
ence at Fairfield University.
contradictions.
cuss "A Metaphysics of Self in
Said Gallagher, "At the meetThe two-day can t ere n c e, the Philosophy of James," Doning this afternoon McInnes
which will be housed in the ald Verene of Northern Illinois
bluntly stated, 'Don't threa.ten
University, James M. Edie of
me' and 'J am the power of this university's Campus Center and Northwestern University, Warunh'erslty', He mentioned that the Gonzaga Auditorium, will ner Wick of the University of
if a binding Tri-Partite was es- be attended by leading meta- Chicago and Errol E. Harris of
tablished he would abide by its physicians from colleges and Northwestern University.
decisions. On his next breath
universities across the country.
Registration will be conducthe stated he would not consider
a revision of the budget comDr. Joseph G. Grassi, chair- ed from nine in the morning to
mittee submitted by a Tri-Par- man of Fairfield University's five o'clock Friday afternoon,
followed by a cocktail hour and
tite, that it would remain only
Philosophy Department, said Presidential banquet. The day's
as an advisory committee as
"we are especially honored to activities will conclude with a
long as he was President
"So obviously he Is lying on be able to host the conference 9:30 p.m. social hour.
either ODe or the other state· since this is the first time it is
Saturday morning will be dements! Unity among the stu- being conducted at a university
voted to a symposium discussdents is what he wants to see
the least. He knows the student with only an undergraduate ing "Metaphysics and the Fuphilosophy department." Last ture of Natural Sciences."
body has power in numbers.
SAM must let it be known that year's meeting was held at Van· Speakers will include Dudley
we want one-third power in a derbilt University while the Shapere of the University of
Chicago, Milik Capek of Boston
binding Tri-Partite."
UniverSity of Southern Califor. University and Ernan McMullin
Gallagher then struck out
nia hosted the 1968 conference. of Notre Dame University. A
against the March 15 deadline
general business meeting will
for academic changes. "I don't
The society, a professional be conducted before lunch.
feel we need to stand by It. If organization which concerns itthe Tri.Partite does not come self with important metaphysic·
Saturday afternoon Robert
through by March 15, the issues al problems of the day, was Neville of Fordham University
will become 'outstanding' issues founded by Professor Paul will present his views on "The
and will be dealt with as such." Weiss, fonnerly of Yale, now Social Importance of PhilosGallagher was relentless in at Catholic University, and has ophy." Morris Grossman of
his assault against the Admin- some 1,100 members.
Fairfield University will serve
as chairman for the discussion
Istration Rnd Faculty. Referring
to President McJnnes, he said,
Presiding over the conference while Merold Westphal of Yale
"J really don't know if he I.s will be society president Rich- University will be the commen'disturbed' - but I do know he ard Hocking of Emory Univer- tator.
Is dlsturbed with the stUdents. sity, who will highlight events
Dr. Grassi said he felt that
He is turned off by the word. of Saturday, March 13 with the Fairfield was chosen as the site

IVS Representatives dlscWlses opportunities for future grad.
uates In related fields of 80Ciai work to lntere8ted students.

I V S Is Seeking
New Volunteers
By BILL MELAUGH
A representative from the
International Voluntary Services was in the Campus Center
lobby Wednesday, February 25.
The IVS is a non-profit organization which is very similar to
the Peace Corps. It has served
in 14 countries and had It not
been preceeded by the Peace
Corps, it doubtless would have
served many more.
IVS personnal is mostly made
up of college graduates experienced in fields relating to rural

Philosophers Mark 20th Year
With Metaphysical Conference
for the society's 20th anniversary conference on the basis of
significant contributions to me·
taphysics by the 15 faculty
members in the department.
He pointed out the great diversity in interests and background to be found among the
faculty, who have received their
doctoral degrees from such institutions as Yale, Columbia,
St. Louis, Northwestern, Vanderbilt, Georgetown, Boston College, Bryn Mawr, Gregorian,
The New School and the Uni·
versity of Chicago.
Dr. Grassi pointed out that
although the conference will be
attended primarily by society
members it will be open to all
interested parties.

development, social work, and
education. They must be willing
to learn a foreign language and
work with the local people in
sometimes remote areas. Their
work is generally defined as
community development. Low
cost housing, general agriculture, irrigation, well-drilling and
sanitation improvement are
among the truths of IVS people.
A two-year contract is offered
to IVS volunteers. Under this,
they must follow the guidance
of the administrative staff of
the IVS. All necessary expenses are provided for by the IVS
transportatlon to the project and return home, housing,
subslstance, a cash allowance,
medical care. insurance, an annual thirty-day vacation (with
an extra cast allowance)
plus a cash salary of $80 per
month.
The IVS programs are mostly
financed by the Agency for International Development of the
United States Government and
private ooncerns.
Overseas opportunities offered
by the IVS include two projects
in Vietnam, two in Laos, and
one In Morocco, Algeria and the
Congo. The volunteer can
choose his own assignment. The
current situation In Laos and
Vietnam make It advisable for
those considering entering IVS
to obtain current infonnation regarding these areas.
Anyone who is interested in
further
infonnation
should
write;
International Voluntary Services, Inc.
1555 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Accountants Merit Awards
The Chairman of the Department of Business Administration, Mr. Thomas J. Fitzpatrick. has announced awards for
two accounting majors here at
Fairfield. Mr. Louis A. Lae-cauole, '71, has received a five
hundred dollar scholarship from
the Connecticut Society of Certified Public Accountants. This
award is given annually to a
student who is majoring in accounting and is planning to
enter Public Accounting In
Connecticut. It is awarded QIl
the basis of the student's scholastic ability and his character.
He is selected by the faculty of

his Business Departmenl and by
one of the trustees of the society.
Mr. Fredric Baker, '71, received the other award, which
is a one hundred dollar scholar-ship, givert by the Southern New
England Chapter of the Institute of Internal Auditors. This
is the first year this scholarship
has been given. The selection
is based on high academic
achievement and participation
by the student in campus activities. The scholarship wIll be
given to Mr. Baker at a meeting on Tuesday evening, April
8, 1970.'
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To G. Simon Harak

If one is to aecept Falrfteld at all, it
seems that out of necessity he must
magrufy and internalize Its apparent
good points and make them go a long
way. Four years is a dreadfully long
time to clutch these blessed points to
thy bosom and remind thyself that Fair5eld is these good points - and it, above
all. is what you make it.
Simon Haruk, you have not made il
much. One might question how you rationalize to yourself your presence at
Yairfield (gloat here). No doubt we
among the Stags view Fairfield with
such cataracled apathetic vision that we
are no longer able to see the Martin
Looncys in the parking lot. Thank you
Simon Hanlk for poinling out this fact.
yet. in so doing )'OU have apparently
created an "ven more egregious error
tor you have seemingly deemed yourself
fit to exploit an individual for the debatable benefit of many. J do hoPf' that
in the futurE." weeks you will not also
point out Robert Burgess' Injured left
ankle (basketball) and Peter Pisnocus'
sprained wrist (ping ponl;:).

Although not an utterly unfamiliar
technique, exploitation for the seeming
good is a tried technique at best, and at
worst, indeed vicious.
Apparently you know whal Fairfield
Is to you, Simon. This Is finc. However,
no one says that this is cither Ihe co~·
reci or proper way to view such a school.
Rcality must win out in the end. Too
long Stags have Inhabitcd this campus
for four years in utter internal rage and
displeasure with the surroundings. To
point out a superior student and his difficulties is only to alienate the Stag
more. One then must deal with the
common student and with his viewpoints.
This service Simon Harak, J believe
you Incapable of perfonnlng, tor you do
not seem to sPf'ak for the people. or
even to the people, ralher, at them. On
your pedantic podium :roo preach to the
peons and wrist slap when necesiary for
common day oversight.
To implore you to deal with the reality
at Fairfield would be to destroy your
own internal magnitlcation of Fairfield's
good points, yet this would seem to be
far beller than the impositions of One
Man's views. Surely you do not expect
£tudents to adopt your viewpoints and
implement them into their daily lives.
If an author'£ prime motivatbn is to
communicate. then, I fear, you have
failed your purpose for your words will
seemingly rebound from the clnderblock
edifices of Fairfle'd with a greater velocity than that with which they were
hurled. ObViously lhen your prime purpose in writing such a column w;>uld
s~m to be the vocalizat:on of your own
vlE."wpolnts. Perhaps then you would re·
linquish your space in the newspaper so
that each student could voice his own
opinions thus providing the entire Fal-field communit)' with a much needE."d ego
trip (which up unlil this p::Jint has see:ningly been monop:>lh:ed by yourself).
fhf'l'efore, Simon, I feel I must thaDk
you for perceiving where others have
failed, yet reprimand you for the ex?Ioitatious means Implemented In such
d<'du('tion. Simon Harak, I fear you are
one man, and think as one man for one
:nan - yet can your Ideas be accepted
by the Fairfield community as the Id·'as
or man. Fairfield will not elevate itself
overnight to your level (for you apparently choose to remain on separate
;.lancsJ why then do you not deal with
the reality of Falrlield. The community
will not move. will not actively support
3nd will not unite unless under stress.
Therefore one need only walt until the
radicals
blossom In the spring and
t.'le Fairfield community again begins
the arduous task of reevaluating Its
good and bad points.
Simon Harak, your article has Indeed

en

Letters To The Editc
been a high point for me. If your column
continues as auch, might I suggest that
you reprint them in their entirety for
the "Rag" Issue of the StaC thus saving
the editorial board numerous hours of
mental gymnastics.
Again, this Is only one man's opinion.
In all sincerely,

lUI Paul SatteIXl .,1

• • •
•

.. And Another

To the Editor:
The column entitled "One Man,"
which appeared in the last edition of
the Stae, sheerly consternates me. What
consternates me even more, is that the
editors of the Staa" judged the article to
be fit for publication. The article Is as
vicious a piece of advertisement as ever
I have read. It Is not really intended to
praise anybody; it is intended to sell
something. And it merely uses the Pf'rson whom It pretends to praise, to 6eJl
that something which it Is intended to
sell.
NO'N, at the very beginning of the
article, we are told that Marty said,
about his winning of the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, that "It made me feel
happy to represent Fairfield as well as
J could." The author of the article then
proceeds to devote a great deal of space
to hammering it Into our heads that,
whereas "most of us will even excuse
ourselves from study because of a headache," Marty has, even In much pain,
"persisted in his studies, maintaining
the same high scholastic average he had
In his lirst three years at Fairfield." For
my part, I do respect Marty'S persistence. But note the author's attempt to
put Marty In radical contrast to "most
of us." Here the author is attempting to
separate Marty from the mass of students; to establish Marty in out" minds
as an exemplar, which he already Is In
the minds of those of liS who know him.
But It is by no means the author's attempt to establJsh Marty as an exemplar
to which J object; rather. it Is the au.
thor's motive for doing so that I object
to. And the author's motive. very u-r1y
motive. is revealed at the end of the
article, where the author eulogist caJ:y
declares: "May One Man, then. oller
tribute to Martin Looney; and through
Martin Looney, tribute to Fairfield University, the school that produced such a
scholar, the school he was "happy to
represent· ... Here, then. it becomes cI~a·
what that something is which Marty has
been used to sell: It is Fairfield Unlvel'sity, the place which Marty was "happy
to represent." The author attempts to
sell Fairfield University to us. by pointIng out to us that Marty. whom he has
established as an exemplar, has endorsed
Fairfield Unlverslly. The salesman_au_
thor of this article wants to sell Fairfield University to us, and thinks that
he can do so by setting up Marty as an
object of emulation, and then telling US
that Marty has bought the product.
Marty uses It. so goes the advertisement; trom this we are to conclude that
we should use It, too,
Now, to get a better understanding of
this article, let us take a look at the

following brief passage (from Irving
Copi's book, Introduction To Logic.
Third Ed.), which appears under a section entitled Argumentwn ad Verecun'

.....,

Advertising "testimonials" are fre-.
quent instances of this fallacy. We
are urged to smoke this or that
brand of cigarettes because a champion swimer or stock-car racer af·
firms their superiority. And we are
assured that such and such a c0smetic is better because it Is ~
ferred by this opera singer or that
movie star.
I think that Copi's words very adequately sum up what Mr. Harak has
attempted to do in his own "advertising
testimonial": use Marty as a sales pitch.
But the article is vicious; for, whereas
it pretends to commend Marty, who
surely deserves commendation, in fact
it merely uses him.
Lastly, I find It particularly note.worthy that one so concerned with distinguishing between "facts" and "Intel'pretatlon of facts," ao; Mr. Harak last
week announced himself to be, could not
avoid making arguments which are
firmly rooted In logical fallacy; for such
arguments, of all possible arguments,
are the least scientific.
Thoma- Men1ll

• •

•

'Bridge' Derended
To the Editor:
As I look from Mr. Pat Long's review
of Simon and. Garfunkel's "Bridge Over
Troubled Water" to that album and the
others that they have produced, I cannot help but marvel at his asininity.
He starts all by commenting on various "flaws" in their other albums, First,
he mentions "Voices of Old People" on
Bookends. If Mr, Long paid any attention to that album, he would note that
the songs "Overs" and "Old Friends"
are similar in tempo and theme. These
two fine songs are beautifully suspended
in the middle by a short speaking pi""Ce
(Band 5 "Voices") which also couples
the two, since it is still on the original
theme and Is devastating in impact be.
cause it Is reality - the listener can't
dismiss the message of "Overs" and
"Old Friends" as a fantasy, set to music.
Mr, Long stales that he "expects much
more from them." Well, Mr. Long. perhaps what yoo expect Is 11 or 12 songs
which you can play over and over and
still enjoy. Regardless of their actual
value. The same applies to Mr. Long's
criticism of •.., O'Clock NewslSllent
Night" on another album, This song has
fantastic Impact the first time you hear
It, and Is virtually valueless tram there
on. The same Is true of the movie "The
Graduate," Mr, Long, but I would hardly call that production a "flaw." If you
ever stop to listen to the words In "A
Simple Desultory Philippic" you have
one hell of a powerful song to think
about; hardly a "naw" that "ruined"
the album.
As for the new album _ Mr. Long
has objectively reviewed beautiful p0etry and then has the gonads to say
"I have come to expect much more
from them." In ''Keep the Customer

Satisfied" (which Mr. Long doesn't
deign "worthy of discussion") PaUl Simon tells the story of his professIon
just as he did In "Homeward Bound."
Even if the lyrics are not profuse, it Is
certainly well-perfonned musically, As
for "Cecilia" and ''Why Don't You
Write Me," the poetic expressions of
Paul Simon are highly intense, especially
in the latter.
Mr. Long goes on to say that" 'Bye,
Bye Love' has no business b:-ing on an
album." For God's sake! They did It as
a goof! Just as Paul Simon threw In
"We've Got a Groovey thing going" on
the "Sounds of Silence" album, It was
"Just for Fun," as Simon himself puts
it.

Mr. Long, your ignorance reached its
pinnacle with your "criticism" of "So
Long, "Frank Lloyd Wright," "Mawkishly Sentimental." "Mawkishly Sentimental." My God! You don't really think
he was writing about the God DBlDRed
Actual Architect! I find It hard to believe. The song can be analyzed In several ways, wherein lies Its beauty; since
each listener can choose his own Interpretation. To start you off, try substituting the name "Frank lJoyd Wright"
with "Dylan" and you come up with a
song bidding Dylan adieu after his supposed degeneration in "Nashville Skyline," This Is one possible interpretation.
Make up your own _ and. technically _
can't you appreciate the beautiful poetic
ambiguity of the lines - "So Long. So
Long!"
Your praise at the album. Mr. Long.
Is almost worse than your criticism. You
claim that" 'Bridge Over Troubled Water' is one of the best that S & G has
ever done." Albeit a good song, It has
almost no depth, yet you class this objective work as "one of the best." When
you classlfy "The Boxer" as a song
about a lighter - Mr. Long, don't you
ever ,find any meaning in anything'!'
After reading your review, I am convinced that you revel only in objectivity,
In which case, "Bobby Sherman" or
"The Archles" are more your line.
Please leave the brilliant artists alone.
Your concluding sentence. requesting
coMlatenc)', Indicated the degree of your
desire for progression and development.
(Also, If you are going to persist In
closing your columns with that tile,
'1et us hope, etc. etc." Then please
refrain from accusing Paul Simon of
using "hackneyed" lines),

101m Danaher '7!

• • •

Women's Liberation
To the Editor:
Once agaIn the senior class In celebrating their famous "100 nights" has Invited only male faculty members. If this
senior class or any other senior class
wants to hold a segregated event, It
should rent a hall outside of the University since the University does not accept
segregation. Had Fairfield an active
AAUP chapter perhaps the faculty
through the ellorts ot Its only professional organization would have been encouraged to boycott this event and any
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Byrn, Baby, Bryn
To the Editor:

event which operates on the principle
of segregation. Someday segregation may
not exist but only when men begin to
act with responsibility and Integrity.
Sincerely,
J08epb G. GraMI
PhUolop!ty

• • •

Keep Of( The Grassi!
To the Editor:
Since our entrance into Fairfield a
year and a half ago one thIng has remained constant. While other traditions
have come and gone the weekly har·
angue against Dr. Grassl has continued
without fail. It is unfortunate that
among a faculty of 150 the Stag can
lind only one which it feels deserves Its
:tttenticn. Attention which has assumed
the form of a personal vendetta. It
~eems hypocritical that on a campus
where there Is so much talk of apathy
that one of the few men who continually
meets the issues face to face must suffer
lOch vile and untruthful attacks. Four
years ago Dr. Grassi strove to lower
!he philosophy requirements from fifteen
to nine credits. In a department of fif·
teen professors only three have been
~ere for three years. This is due to Dr.
::;rassi's constant endeavors to change
md improve his department according
;0 his beliefs. He has gIven his depart·
:nent the second highest percentage of
Joctorates on campus yet all he has re:eived in return is abuse. Because of his
~trorts the American Metaphysical So:Iety has chosen Fairfield as the site of
:heir annual convention this year. Let:ers from noted philosophers throughout
:he country have testilled to the fact
:hat Fairfield's philosophy department is
tmong the best, if not the best, In the
:ountry.
Rather than to continue this assault
lpon a person who can number the
lbove among his achievements would it
lot be wiser for the Stag to chide other
lrofessors for their Inactions rather
:han criticize him for his actions. There
Ire enough professors here at Fairfield
;vho deserve attention as a result of
heir Inslpience so that it would not be
mposslble for the Stag to redirect its
:riticlsm in a constructive manner. The
'lew York Times stated recently that
~nglish doctorates are "a dime a dozen,"
I fact which Is hardly based on figures
'rom our own department, yet we hear
lathing about this in our crusading St&«.
Dr. Grassi, as exemplified by his willngness to discuss all Issues of interest·
vlth the students, has shown that he Is
narc than simply an academic commut.
:r, here from nine to three. His mere
lresence In the Campus Center last
rhursday to discuss student demands
vlth all Interested parties is testimony
:0 this fact.
Redirection of deserved accusations is
ong overdue. We've been nauseated
ong enough by the grueling grilling of
irassl. End the Grassl Inquisition.
Sincerely,
Grer KeUIy on
Tom Garcia "7J

The functioning of any academic institution demands that a certain degree
of tolerance lind respect be maintained
among the members of that community.
When such an atmosphere is lacking,
the very existence of the unIversity is
jeopardized. If, however, faculty, students, and administration are able to
exercise their powers of reason and logic
In a spirit of cooperation, while at the
same time suppressing the tendency toward emotionalism, higher education will
have truly s.dvanced.
In view of the events initiated by the
newly-elected Student Government Presi.
dent, one can only conclude that many
individuals within the student body have
abused this spirit of goodwill. No longer
do they submit their problems to discussion, but they feel compelled to shout
down all opposition. Furthermore, our
student leaders seem totally blind to
their own failures of the pasl, apparently
content to project these weaknesses upon
some outer foree - namely, the hierarchy of this unlversity'S administration.
But let us turn away from such generalities to more concrete examples.
Implicit within the various pre-election
statements and the subsequent seventeen
demands Is the cry for greater student
responsibility In the area of academics.
While the ever-present word demand reflects a certain immaturity and willing·
ness to resort to extreme measures, It
might be questioned whether or not the
students even have a right to petition
for such changes. when one considers
their inabllJty to cope with dormitory
"privileges" granted one year ago. A
walk along a typical Fail'field corridor
is an eye-opening experience for any
visitor. Signs of vandalism prevail; pa_
rietal systems are generally ignored; the
level of noise makes studying all but impossible. Can then a student or Student
Government, which is incapable of controlling life within the dorms, be asked
to initiate an independent studies program or hold an equal voice in the choIce
of a curriculum 1 Is it wise to concede
more rights to any individual, when that
same person has been proven to be lax
with regard to his present responslbilitles.
If the "spirit of the demands" Is Inconsistent with the Government's past
actions, many of the demands them.
selves indicate a further inconsistency.
On the one hand, many students have
created an alliance with the faculty by
advocating immediate salary increases.
Yet these same students will crIticize a
rise in tUition. Surely they must realize
that a salary jump will inevitably result
in another tuition increase.

Or consider the statements on Fairfield's maintenance problems. On numerous occasions we have heard undergraduates lament the decline of dormitory
conditions, but never once has anyone
admitted that much of the maintenance
budget is devoted to repairing studentcaused damage.
The current drive on the part of the
Student Government for greater "freedom" and a more extensive role In the
operations of this university represents
nothing more than a desire for power
in an ever-growing game of politics. The
very use of intimidation and threats Is
indicative of either desperation or a lack
of rational argument. A triumph for the
originators of the seventeen demands
will serve only as an obstacle to the betterment of Fairfield University.
Robert ByrD. "15

A Year Of Success
Last year at this juncture, The Stag printed an editorial analysis
of the term of the retiring President of the Student Government under
the title, "The Faking of the President, 1969." If one. had asked last
year's presidential candidates for an evaluation of theIr predecessor's
term, they would have had to gape open-mouthed, for there was
nothing to say. This year there is, and we find it highly favorable. As
Albert Mariani steps down, appreciation is due for the outstanding
reform and transition of the last year.
When he arrived in the government, it was an experiment in
civics. When he ran for President last winter, the Government was
torn between a legislature expressing the increasing dissatisfaction
and activism of the student body and a President who stolidly expressed the reactionary virtues of the Silent Generation.
It was only a year ago that alcohol and women gave a student
suspension or expulsion instead of pleasure; that prefects had the
blank-check authority of undercover agents; that students despaired
over ever having control over their destinies; that administrators
rested content in the belief that plastic cliches and ~mu", complacency
could divert student sovereignty forever.
Under Mr. Mariani, the tide was checked and reversed. Student
sovereignty is a blooming reality; student morale is high enough to
make the chief question in their minds not "Where can we go 7" but
"How far do we go 7"
Mr. Mariani's finest hours were last April 17 and 22, when he
calmly but firmly challenged the treachery of certain University administrators, and mobilized the students into action; and September
13-14, when the University Council ratified the thrust of last spring's
demands.
No one, of course, is perfect. Two days after the Gonzaga rally,
Mr. Mariani found himself trapped into urging the students to compromise their rights. The binding tri-partite he thought was coming
then, and thought had arrived on September 13-14, never came. Even
now, the machinery for last spring's reforms are shaky, vulnerable,
and not significantly improving the social life. The ignoring of students in curriculum reform and the subsequent mutilation of several
of their indispensable interests on the floor of the general faculty
indicate widespread hostility to student rights and a certain amount
of poor diplomacy on the Government's part. Activities fees, as
pledged, were not collected with the tuition; percentagewise payment declined. And when one rereads Mr. Mariani's proposal to con.
vert Loyola I or Campion I into a combined office-residence, one
must combat onrushing laughter.
But every journey of a thousand miles, as the Chinese say, must
have a first step. Mr. Mariani stumbled occasionally, but he brought
us several miles down the road from where we were. And if, as de
Tocquev!lIe. fe~t, revolutions feed on hope and not despair, perhaps
Mr. Mariam Will be remembered as one who found us despairing and
gave us hope.
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ONE MAN
By O. SIMON HARA..H.

:Jown'

By RICH JONES
HOW

TO

"ACE"

A

TEST

One of the facts of student life at Fairfield is testing. Midterms are upon us. This is One Man's method for "How to 'Ace' a
test."
Let us assume, of course, that the student has all class ootes,
and has read all assignments,
There is a proper initial approach for the student who wants
to learn. Just as a batter assumes a correct stance at the plate,
and a goUer properly addresses a golf ball, and a singer takes a
good vocal position, so the student's proper initial approach tt'
learning is the depth humility of the statement: "I don't know."
That may seem hopelessly apparent, but consider how many
times, even in our daily conversations, have we missed an opportunity to learn, just because we're ashamed to admit that we
don't know. Technically speaking,the admission, "I don't know,"
fully opens the student's mind so that he Is prepared to learn, and
permits him to approach the subject matter without personal
prejudice.
Oddly enough, the student has to "study twice" for a test.
That is, there are two difl'ennt stages of study. The first stage
is acquisition and assimilation of the material. The second stag....
is eJq)resslon of the assimilated material, and 15 geared toward
the particular type of test (I.e. comment on quotes, essay, truefalse, etc.).
Our study should begin with several o\"ervlewe of the entire
subject material. Broce Hawley, I know, in preparation for a
test, writes all his class notes, book notes, etc., together on a set of
legal sheets. That pratice seems to me to be rather laborious, but
it illustrates the right idea; to get a complete overview.
Now that the overview has set the limits on our material, and
has given us a general concept of It, the second step is to organl:lc
and categorl.:le the material. That organization and categorization
must, of course, spring from the subject matter itself. That Is, we
must not decide to categorize Charlemagne as a typical Roman
emperor, than later wonder what went wrong with our studies,
Thus for history, for example, the categories may ~ "centuries,"
for literature, the categories may be "schools," with a philosopher,
we must write down each maln, then subordinate, argument.
Then comes stept three, the hard part. We must, in each organized category, eomprehend and fully know the tact. and/or
statements of that category. Thus, for a philosopher, for example,
we must honestly seek to understand hI8 arguments and statements
(even though we may feel we don't like what he's saying).
Now we come to the part that is most fun. The human mind
takes over. Once we have overviewed, organized, then compre-hended the subject matter, the mind begins to establish similarities
and relations between categories. Something that Plato wrot~
recalls something that Augustine wrote: a relation is established.
Some basic characteristic is found to be the same for Hawthorn~
and Melville. There emerges an Internal order, a fundamental
trend, a unifying principle - lUI Idta. Thus a student could, after
much work, get an idea that Western OvUlation has Its source
In three trends: the Gra~RomaD, the Gennan, and the JudacoQuistian. The Idea of the "unpardonable sin" helps us understand
much of Hawthorne and Melville. Tracing the idea of the "AmerIcan Hero" through early American authors can, for example, be
useful. We can see that an Idea is arrived at, not pre-supposed,
in studing.
Now begins stage two of our study. We must oow .tudy to
express our idea, for the particular test. This stage demands memo
orIzation. After all the work of "stage one," a true-false test or
a multiple choice test is relatively simple to study for In staKe
two. It would be good to try a few "test questions" on ourselves.
But what about those essay questions, or commentaries on quotes?
We must memorize our ideas and the interrelationship which produced them, much as a geometrician has memorized theorems
and corollaries. Thus, when we meet a problem on a test, we will
be able Immediately to refer to our ideas and wory from there.
It would be a good thing, in concluding our study, to pose to ourselves a sample test question to see how- well we would express
our ideas.
lbat plan for study is, as the nader has discovered, not a
"magic fonnula." But it is a proven method. It does work. One
Man refers you to Beau Belletzlde. In his freshman year he got
a 2.0 (5 C's). In his sophomore year, he worked within the above
mentioned study method, and earned a 3.8. It was a lot of work.
But if you wen to ask Beau, a senior now, what was his most
"worthwhile" year, he would tell that it was his sophomore
y.ear.
Let us not delude ourselves. Sometimes we get "straight memorization" tests. Thank God these are few and far between. Sometimes aeter much work, we will arrive at an idea, based on facts.
The teacher will repudiate our Idea because it disag;-ees with
his opinion or feeling. Thank God that kind of teacher is rare. But
let us be reluctant to blame teachers - it is too easy to "cop-out."
And let us alwayS be grateful to the teacher who takes the time
to show us how our ideas may be Invalid. because they are really
DOt based on the facts of the study material.
The above study method has been "worked out" by One Man,
and by discussion with other students. Further discussion wt!b
the students, and the resultant Improvement of the study method,
would be sincerely welcome by One Man.

The Only Game in Town is the rather eagerly awaited Twentieth Century Fox
release which opens in New York today. It stars Elizabeth Taylor, which makes it
special, and it is Warren Beatty's first fil m since Bonnie and CI~e, which makes it
an event. Unfortunately the background of the film is far more Interesting than the
film itself.
. .
The plot concerns the ott beat
love affair between a second
rate bar room pianist and a Las
VC&as showgirL All of the solion takes place in that American Sodom, and it figures significantly on the plot, as Beatty
the piano player is addicted to
gambling. The most logical
place to make the film would be
of course at Las Vei'as. Yet the
plctun was shot In Paris. It
seems that Mrs. Burton suddenly became suspicious of her
husband's wandering Welsh eye
and she simply refused to leave
their home in France.
Thus Tbe Only Game In Town
appears to have been made
twenty years ago, with bland
sets and crude backdrop paintings of the Vegas skyline.
Twentieth century Fox has
placed the film In the hinter·
lands before its New York premiere. This is usually a sign
that the company expects disaster and will settle for some
quick money rather than plan
on a profitable and long New
York ron.
r saw the film 1n New Haven's ron down Paramount Th~
atre. For me there were two
most thrilling events. The first
was listening to an ancient
couple sitting In back of m~.
The man was apparently hard
of hearing and his wife took it
upon herseU to eJq)lain all the
sexy dialogue to the elderly
gentleman. All during the film
r kept hearing such things as
"He's going to take Liz to bed.
He's going to take Uz to BED!"
Then, the Paramount provided
the apex of excitement for the
evening. A gang of self styled
fourteen year old tQU&hs attempted to rush the manag('r,
seeking free admission. They
were chanting slogans of liberation in the lobby as the people
in the back rows began kxlking
around for the exit signs. Fortunately the Paramount ushers,
dressed in dirty tuxedos and reo
sembling old prize fighters,
roshed to the manager's aid
and repulsed the Invaders.
The hoodlums were lucky.
They were spared the boredom
of The Only Game In Town.
Frank D. Gilroy'S screeRplay
is sometimes humorous but the
plot Itself is terrible. The piano
player and the show-girl finally
express their love for each
other after Beatty makes a tremendous killing In Caesar's Palace. With their fresh cast they
set off to be married and then
escape the horrors of Las Vegas. The love story is shallow
and unconvincing.
Beatty attempts to give a
good performance but there are
too
many
things
working
against him. It Is almost imposlble for the viewer to imagine the overweight and fortyish Liz Taylor as a Youna: and
desirable girl. It is also har..i
for Beatty to perfonn well in
ill planned casino scenes and
ill direeted love scenes.
'nIe Only Game In Tow:n. is
one of the cynical sex based
(00ntlJ:med OB Pap 8)
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New Directions
By KEVIN McAULIFFE
What follow. was mel\ll.t to be today'. lead editoriaL Due to
IrreconeWable dllfereneefJ among memben of the Editorial
Board, It represenu only the opinion of myllelf and AMoclate
EdItor Roben Burreu. Rather than permit Ute paper'. edI·
torial .ta.n~ to be oae rulDOU8 to student wella.re by giving
talnt prai8e coupled wtth myopic amu.dmenta, we prevaUed
In • polley of .ueo~. We mcerely ~t this needleu blow
to .tudent UDity In a crisis., bope tIaat. this .atuaUOD is 0Q1y
temporal'7, UMI urre aU .tudeou to JDten to WVOF'. aupertt
ed.Itortal 8llpport1nc the Go\·e.nunent without rMUVaUoa..
Sbanid CommItment. Shand Power
"Shared commitment Is not enougb. There mUlt also be shared
power . . . We have been patient too long; we have negotiated
too much; we have compromised too oft.en:'
Dennis Gallagher, February 215, 18,.0
This afternoon at one o'clock, the student body will have to
choose. The events of the past week will come to a head, and the
choice will be to press on with or retreat' from the campaign for
student sovereignty at this university.
President Dennis Gallagher has released a petition including
17 "outstanding demands" in the reabns of governance, academics
and finance. It is the unfinished business of last spring. As Mr.
Gallagher put it, 'The students wen duped Into compromising
their rights" at that time In the belief that a binding tri-parUte
would be forthcoming. Despite the enthusiasm of the september
13-14 University Councll sessions, the dream has proven illusory.
Furthermore, the academic proposals made last spring by the
Student Government were lost by the waysIde on April 24. U social
life, and the systematic exclusion of students from positions of
control was last year's burning issue, academics _ and the systematic exclusion of students from posltlons of control of curriculum reform - has come back to haunt us all as this year's.
And recent developments - the faculty wage crisis, the scandalous
decllne In security and maintenance, and the tuition rise to name
a few - have convinced many faculty and students alike that they
must take an active role In shaping the University's flnanc:lal
destiny to assure their own welfare.
Understandably. some students and faculty do not wish to
sign out of hesitancy on the feasIbility of one or two demands. But
which is better - to accept two and actively support fifteen, or to
scuttle all change for the sake of minor personal misgivings! 'The
demands, after all, are adjustable - the faculty might request 80,
the students can Insist so, Mr. Gallagher might voluntarily do so.
What they npresent - the spirit of student sovereignty, of overdue binding trl-partitlsm. of shared commitment as shared power
- Is what Is important, and what must not be adjusted or
sacri1lced.
Understandably as well, the argument has been made that
enough was gained last spring, that the point has been made, that
the system will now respond to us. But such Is not the case. The
reforms and restructuring of the past year are the direct result
of the threat of a strike which the students made last year. Had'
they not done so, the status quo of that time would still prevail.
And because they backed olf from actually strildng, the reforms
and restructuring of the past year exist prlmarl.ly on paper, result
primarily from the goodwill of Dean Schimpf, and are subject to
instant abolition by administrative fiat at any time.
The strength of the students lies not In fiats or committees CH'
even petitions - it lies In numbers, in the quantitative and ~
centrated strength which is the only language the power brokers
of this university have ever understood. OUr marching call bM

rom.......
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Peace Corps Representatives
Explain Recruiting Procedures
Two Peace Corps representatives came to Fairfield on
Thursday, February 26, to discuss recruitment. Their major
interesl was in students majorIng in either Math, Science or
Business.
One of their representatives.
Mr. Chris Michaels (a fonner
volunteer) said that their reasons for stressing these areas
were twofold: first. the countries where volunteers are being
sent are requesting people with
degrees in these fields; secondly, these people haven't been
exposed to the Peace Corps
before.
When asked about the beneflts of serving two years In the
program,
he
replied,
"It
changes your head." He felt
that through experience one
can become a better person and
see things in a new light. However, he said some volunteers
have had bad experiences because they were unwilling to
accept new ideas and they didn't
"get into other people's cultures."
Mr. Michael's major grievance was against people who
feel that volunteers are needed
more In our own country instead
of In foreign lands. He recognized the need for volunteers
in our country, but only on an
equaJ basis with other coun-

GIs there

a'Paulist
in the crowd?

Believe it or not. a campus pro.
tcst group is not an unlikely
place to find a Paulis!.
Why? Because Paulists are the
of our time ... standing bet....een God and man ...
understanding. helping. loving
... tr)'ing to bring together the
utremes of the ....orld "'e live
in and the Church.
lI1'dialQrs

Wherever he is •.• as a college
chaplain.....orking in a ghello
or helping in a parish ... the
Paulist is urving.
If you're jnterested in finding
out more about the Paulist
priestly spirit. wrile for our
illustrated brothure and a copy
of our Renewal Chapler Guidelines.

Write to;
Votation

Dir~tor

'Paulist
Patherg
Room 400
41.5 West .59th Street
New York. N.Y. )0019

tries. To him. "we are no longer
members oC one country but oC
the whole human race; and we
should go where we feel we
can dO the most good, regardless of whether it is In Detroit
or some foreign country."
A movie was also shown that
night in Gonzaga Auditorium
which dealt with some of the
volunteers' experiences in C0lombia, regarding political ft';lions. The official Corps polli.
tion is that individual \'Olunteers
are free to speak about United
States policies and actions (as
long as they stress the fact that
these opinions do not represent
either official Corps or U.S. po-

sltion) but they should stay out
of politics In the country where
they are working.
This year, the procedure for
joining Involves no testing. A
completed application is all that
an applicant needs to apply. Applicants should be college graduates (or skilled craftsmen)
and at least 20 years of age.
Also on hand during the day
was Mrs. William Laas, the
Secretary of Education in
Ghana, who is presently the
Peace Corps' Associate Director
in Ghana.
Anyone desiring further Infonnation can either contact
Mr. Donald OXlk In Canisius or
call (collect) Hartford 244-2457.

Zola's System-

Newly Established Board
Revives Center Facilities
When David Zola, the present manager of the Campus
Center, assumed his duties last
year, he resurrected from the
tombs of oblivion a commlttee
long abandoned by the students
and Administration alike. Garnered with a new title, the
Campus Center Facilities Review Board is presently composed of representatives of tbe
three segments of the Fairfield
community. Student reps include: Tom Bligh and Don McInerney, class of '70: ChrIs
Daly and Jim Ruane, class of
n: Bill Tierney, class of '72;
Jim Houlihan and Fran McKenna, class oC '73. The Caculty is represented by Fr. OUver
Nickerson, and the AdmInistration by Alumni Director, Mr.
Paul Greeley, and Assistant
Dean of Student Services, Mrs.
Anne Marie Samway. Pat Delaney, class of '72, Is the comrmttee chairman. Two additional
members are yet to be appointed by the faculty and student
body, class of '72.
The purpose of the Board is
to advise the Director in the
managing of the Campus Center
and ,thus to give all parties a
say In the use and functioning
of the building. This also includes all other Cacilities designated Cor non-academic use
by members of the Falrfl.eld
University community and their
guests.
One remarkable Innovation
that the Board bas achieved is
the convening a "public hearing" concerning the use ot
campus facilities. The first In
an expeeted series of such
grievance sessions was held in
December, and more are expected to be held in the spring
semester. Recent activities of
the Board have Included: a
review, with Specialized Management officials, of the present meal calendar and recommendations for its improvement; organization, or "Saturday Folk" concerts, held every
weekend during the winter in
the Campus Center; a recommendation, to have the Man
Room open for one Saturday
delivery, instituted Cor the first
time on March 28th.
The members of the Board
cannot be truly representative
without your help. Any and all
suggestions, complaints an d
even compliments should be

passed on to them ror consideration. The committee was
fonned as a service to the entire community and needs your
cooperation.

In Honor Of Someone
By DOUGLAS MENAGB
Two columns ago, and thousands of criticisms later, I somewhat earnestly tried to point
out how unfortunate It was the
Literary Magazine was unable
to produce a work of higher
quality. I stl~l think it unfortunate, but there Is a way oC alleviating this problem. After
talking with the magazines Editor, David Am, I learned that
their appropriation from the
Student Government Cor the
entire year - which means two
publications - was a sum total
of $700. Anyone with the slightest bit of knowledge of publication costs certainly knows this
is not enough to produce a
magazine of high quality. The
cost of Fl"Ontlel"l Volumne IV
was $600, leaVing the club (obviously) with only $100 to publish Volumne V. The club is
now in search of patrons for
this next Issue. I can't help but
admire such optimism, but,
practically speaking, I see no
way they will achieve their goal
of another $600. And, even at
that, another $600 isn't really

Dad.. humor Rnd eccentric cha.racle1'lS a.re the hallmark of
"2 Grilled Fish," the la.telst film by the great Japanese aruma.tor, YoJI Kurl. This outlandish, exhuberant comedy of the
a.bsurd wUl be one of the %6 film. from ten countries InclUded
in THE KINf:TIC ART, the three·program ftbn series which
will open l\lan:.b 10, 1970.

Barone Defends Pres.
(Continued from Page 1)

obvious reservation would of
necessity arise in specific areas
concerning each sector when
the input of the Senate would
be desired but not final decision
making power. He pointed out
that tbis might pertain to the
students and the forming of
their dormitory rules, the faculty would want the final say
in regards to the hiring and fir·
Ing of their members and consistent with this, the administration would probably retain the
final say in the area of finance.
Dwelling on the issue of the
tri-partite as It concerns the
budget committee, Dr. Barone
immediately reiterated tbat tbe
senate was working here in one
of those areas In whicb its input
would be sought yet the final
decision would have to be reserved ror the Board of 'frus..
tees and he rendered two reasons why. ''-''e tlrst," he saJd
was "a lack of expertise in dealing with financial matters and
second, an alternating set ot
priorities would evolve from the
rapid turnover in the penoonnel

making up the committee:' He
commented that "this constant
change in the commIttee's membership would prevent It Crom
building and mantalnlng a productive and effective thrust
which necessitates a continuance of COIlllltitment on the part
oC its members," which obviously would be defeated by the
nature of the council.
Concerning the reasoning behind the remaining demands
listed by the Student Government, Dr. Barone said that "one
possibility appears to be that
they are seeking confrontation
because why else would they
approach the administration
when most of the power to
grant their demands lies in the
hands of the laculty," who, by
the way, are the only one of
the three sectors who rejected
turning the tri-partite here into
a binding authority for any of
Its areas of governance.
Dr. Barone concluded by remarking that as opposed to last
year's social Issues which received top prlorl1:¥, he wall

enough for their purposes;
namely, to produce a good
magazine. Since the literary
magazine is in the field oC the
arts, perhaps the other clubs
or organizations on this campus,
could see their way -through to
helping them in this hour of
financial need. I would even go
as far as to suggest that the
Playhouse be wilting to donate
one perCormanee's profits to
FroatJers. Perhaps also, the
radio club could olfer them free
advertisement In their request
for patrons. The Stag might ofler the same. There are endless
possibilities jf only the charity
which Is supposed to be Inherent In all us Christians (???)
was exhibited once In a whUe.
Thus far I bave only deaIt
with tbe necessity of getting
enough money to simply be able
to publlsb. But there's another
problem of equal, perhaps
greater, Importa.nce. I am. referring to the quaUty of the
magazine. With the exception
of a few oC its contlbutors (I.e.
T. Conroy, W. D'Alessandro,
and a few others), tbe "Iiterary" magazine is not all that
"literary". At the very least, It
cerlalnly has room for improvement. The possible solution I
see to this Is once again, money.
Wjth enough money _ that
means surplus money _ Fr1m.
tlen would be able to otter
prize money for the best In
poetry and prose. This would
otter Incentive to those talented
people on this campus, who, up
to now, saw no merit in merely
being published in a magazine
that only a Cew people read.
What I am saying. is the lIterary magazine has the potential
(like most -things on this camPUll) of being an outlet for
creativeness, and genuine talent.
To aceomplish all this, Frofttie,.. would need at least a
thousand dollars. The problem
has been stated, the solution offered, the rest is up to you.
The other club I'd like to
mention here is the newly formed - for all practical purposes
anyway-Student Action Move-ment. better known as S.A.M.
The officers, Pres. John Mekrut, Vice Pres. Bill Luddy, and
Sec. Bob Smith, are all hard
workers .and meanlngCul people.
Their goal is a modest one:
namely, to make things a little
bit better. What they need are
interested people who are willIng to ....,ork. The newly elected
President of the Student Government, Dennis
Gallagher,
would do wen to work with this
group, and to give voice to what
they are doing for the campus
of Fairfield University.
"pleased that the students have
brought up the issue ot academics, but not thrilled that it
Is on n confrontation basis,"
questioning wbether "tbe ex·
istent mechanisms tor change
have been used by the students
and Cully exercised:' He favors the establishment ot a
binding tti-partite In some areas
but insisted that it cannot be
successCul unless it is based OD
a "mutual tMJst and understanding," adding that "confldence
must be established between aU
parUes."
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Movies

'The Damned'
By DOUG

~lENAGH

Visconti's "The Damned" is one of the most effec·
tive comments on Nazi Germany that I have ever seen.
Basically, the story traces the rise of Nazi Germany
through the eyes of one of the most powerful families
of that time and conviction. It clearly shows the banality and bestiality of a country bent on world domina·
tion, and the ways one goes about accomplishing the
same.
1be rise of a nation infested
demented mentalities is
done with historical accuracy
to a point, showing the fall as
something bizarre, which indeed
it was. The movie depicts the
execution scene of Hitler's SA
men, who were notorious Sand
M homosexuals, by the SS, another favorite group of de
Fuehrer. There Is no reversion
to showmanship on the director's part, relying mostly on
fact and editorial comment between the lines. At one point,
the second most powerful man
jn Nazi Germany seduces his
mother, a mere three or four
scenes after he rapes a six-yearold Jewess, which leads to her
eventual suicide.
Visconti speaks of unspeakable subjects, and does so with
the delicacy of a genius. He
never offends his audience, but
many times he Shocks them Into
starUing facts about one of the
sickest phenomenas ever to grip
a nation. His condemnation of
a man leads him to an almost
with

dissertation on the sickness of
an entire nation. He stops short
of this though, lest he offend
too many dreamers. The movie
is not for those of us who believe in apple pie and mothe....
hood. It is not for the starry·
eyed poet who sees the world
merely in an eclipse to eventually emerge as something better for the experience. Visconti's
vision is a depressive one, fully
developed in his theme of universal inhwnanjty by man.
The Hitlers of the 'oWrld
aren't born, they are reared and
fostered carefully by all of us,
in our own sick little way. And
the amazing thing about "The
Damned" is its noticeable lack
of violence to strike this point
to the heart of the matter. The
movie leads the audience, not
to great discussion on what
they saw, but to a lack of discussion in the wake of a horrible reality: namely, that the
desert of man is man himself.

STAG

Student Govt. Presses Demands
(Continued from. Page 1)
fered in means and methods of
achieving our goals." And Steve
Dormer added, "now that we
have openly realized our similar
goals we hope to bring the student body together in order to
achieve academic reforms and
other areas of desired change."
The other candidate for the
office of the President. Martin
Glynn, hasn't as yet pledged bls
support to Gallagher. His rna·
jar Questions pertain to the
weakness of the 17 demands
and the Student Government's
hopes of serious negotiations.
Glynn is opposed to any action
beyond negotiation.
On Tuesday, February 26,
Gallagher, Reinhard, Murphy
and Dormer met with President
McInnes. Their objective was to
present the list of seventeen
demands to Fr. McInnes and to
display their achievement of
student solidarity through their
union.
This week will be very important In regards to the program or academic reform. The
University has a March 15 dead_
iine for academic innovations

Only Game
(Condnued from Fuge 6)

Anyone interested

•
In

writing

Sports for "The Stag" contact
Tom Dunn, Regis 124 • 259·9019
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films which Hollywood is :;0
Quick to churn out. It is surprising that such important
names as Beatty, Taylor, and
Gilroy would even consent to
work with it. But the origin'll
conception of the film was so
bad that no amount of taleot
would seem to be able to save
it from complete mediocrity.

Dr. Grassl stresses his points aa Student Gm..erronen~ Prealdent Denn~ Gallagher and Stephen Donner listen attentively
in a discussion of recent campus lulle$.

Yesterday, at the meeting or
the present Tri-Partlte Board
a Student Government official
presented the 17 demands and
announced the nwnber of signatures supporting the petition.
Yesterday the facul~ met in
a meeting called by Dennis Gallagher to inform them of the
academic objectives of the students. At both meetings the Stu·
dent Government asked the faculty and administration to join
in a two-day session of the TriPartite Board on March 7 and
8. At these two vital sessions
the ideas expressed in the 17
demands can be thoroughly discussed in hope of some definite
action before the March 15
deadline.

EARN

$200.00

Agent wanted to solicit orders
for unique new low priced
Champagne Tone Orchid Corsage for Easter, 29 March, and
Mother's Oay 10 May, delivery
is made direct fo Recipient.
No investment Required. Free
Sales Kit, Free Samples. Proven
method now used af lehigh &
Prin.ceton Universities. Write
immediately fo:

FLOWER

GIFT

SERVICE

34 Wed 10th Street

This afternoon there will be
a mass student meeting to opep.

New York, N.Y. 10011

Red blooded youth...
need $)25" a week or more

Love ... you

Vibrate ...
Let's

Iy discuss the area of academie
reform. All Fairfield students
are asked to attend this meeting to express their interest,
position, and ideas concerning
academic reform. Thus another
step in student solIdarity.

for the following school year.
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By TOM LENZO

The highest ranking Judo
man here at Fairfield University came here as a transfer student last year. A first degree
brown belt. AI Karbousky has
been In Judo for five years. Al
started his training with Teens
Inc. of Bristol, Connecticut and
practices there when he is at
home. Teens Inc. Is one of the
best judo clubs in the state and
the fact is evident in AI's style.
At 6 ft tall and 175 Ib$., he
has powered his way to three
trophies in the last four tournaments. "My highest honor was
when 1 won second place at the
1969 State Championships."

Al spends many hours practicing judo because he feels the
sport is "practical and enjoyable" He has his sights set
on attaining a black belt, prob'ably this May and taking a
trophy in his last tournament as
a member of the Fairfield University Judo Club this Saturday
at Rhode Island.
Off the judo mat. the "Polish
Lover" as he Is lmown to his
corridor mates, Is an English
major. He plans to be a Navy
Pilot in September, but until

JOHN STRAUCH

then, he Is in the C.K.S., Glee
Club and campus Minstrels.
John Sa-auch '10
One of the rounding members
of the club, John Strauch Is now
one of the top men on the first
Karate team fielded by the club.
As a Karate man. he is one
of Falrtleld's best. having received lnstruction and ranking
in three styles of Karate: Japanese, Okfnowan, and }(yokeshinkal He is also a member
or the Judo sector of the club.
He practices Karate several

times a week during the school
year with the club. During the
summer he works out with a
club in his home town of Schenectedy', N.Y.
On the team he is a fighter
who Is aggerssive and especially good on counter-attacks. He
uses kicking techniques more
than punches because "the leg
has a longer reach and Is much
more powerful than a punch."
John. when not practicing
Karate, Is the resident advisor
of N.D.4.. A Psychoolgy major.
his primary concern is graduate
school, with a desire for research and teaching at the Uni·
verslty level. Besides the sport
and studies, John manages to
find the time to date a young
lady from Manhattanville.
Why does he practice Karate?
"I started out of curiosity.
Now, when 1 fight, there is a
desire to do my best. Unlike
team sportS, in Karate the fight
is one on one. U 1 make a mistake, I'm the one who loses."
''The club starts its round of
Karate tournaments on March
21. here at Fairfield. 1 hope lhe
Stags come out and see what
our team has been working for."

announcing

An International Festival of New Film
The First American Showings
Of 26 Short Films from 9 Countries...
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a distinguished series of three programs presenting
the newest achievements in creative cinema,
by the world's most talented film makers.
among the films to be shown ...
• VERSAILLES
by Albert lamorlne, Paris
• RAKYICKARNA Prague
• PARIS MAl 1161 France
• LA VITA Milan
• MIRACLE Budapest
• SAMAOHI San Francisco
• WHY 010 YOU KISS ME
AWAKE? Wnt Germany
• MARIE ET LE CURE Paris
• TONIGHT LErS ALL MAKE
LOVE IN LONOON with
Michael Caine, The Roiling
Stones, Julie Christie,
Eric Burdon. et al.

From the Preview;
.....nyon. Inte'lited In the posslblUlili 01 movie. Ihould
nol miss Ih. Ihow. The Kinetic ...rt r.p'.Hnl •.•• the
mosl Interlilino thlno. being don•.•. thlno. th.t cannot ttl dupllcal.d In any other art lorm."
lIInnnl Clrlby, THE HEW YORK TIMES

SHOWPLACE
INfOBMAlION
PROGRAM ONE
Tuesday, March 10

7<30 P.M.

... a th,n'day mlnIIIlUv.I ••. I,om Innov.live 111m
m.ker. around the wOrld ...• brllll.nt assemblage or
.hOrl c.a.lIv. 111m•. "
loul.. S... u"ay, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
''Tha Ihow "'11 unao'dlna,., ... dallQlllUul. uhllaraUno,
dHply movlnO. Congralurallona. graliluda, hUZZII, th'H
chiara and a tloa •. "
BanJamln FOlia" THE SUNDAY STAR, W..hlftOto&.. D.C.

PROGRAM ONE

PROGRAM TWO

PROGRAM

TWO

MAT KINETIC 68J-115x3

ALL SEASONS
By THOMAS DUNN

Sporta Edltor

Baseball
The 1970 version of the Fairfield baseball team is
expected to be strenghtened over last year's club due
to its fine pitching. Mr. C. Donald Cook, now in his
fifth year as baseball coach at Fairfield, believes that
the pitching must come through for the Stags to win.
Last year the team led all major colleges in New England with a .276 batting average, however. the Stags
lost 3 more games than they won. Coach Cook is optimistic and hopes the team will not SUffer. from tl~e
injuries it did last year, when the Stags lost SlX of their
starters.
Pitching I. Key
The fine crop of pitchers are led by returning lettermen Bob Gibson (co~captain) and Jim Tully. Gibson,
who missed half of last season, is now in the hospital
recovering from stomach problems. The hope is that
he will be ready soon. Tully gained a great deal of
experience l~t year an~ this should aid hi!U greatly
in the upcomIng campaign. Coach Cook believes that
sophomore Jim McGintee "must make the. difference."
McGintee had a sore arm last faJ) and hIS ann must
come around, if the Stags are going to win. Another
sophomore is Hank Dunphy. Coach Cook believes that
Dunphy must realize his own potential, if he is to become a good pitcher. He is a strikeout artist and since
the pitching staff only registered 70 strikeouts last
year the total will rise, if Dunphy can produce. Another
sophomore pitcher is Pete Begley, who according to
Mr. Cook "throws hard, but must find the plate."
This year for the first time freshmen will be permitted to play Varsity ball. An outstanding prospect
in the pitching department is Al Gabriele, who had
the lowest ERA of any pitcher on the team this past
fall. Another fine freshman pitcher is Mike Yates.
Although the Stags lost three of last year's top
hitters, this year's offensive attack has several bright
spots. Stan Nonnan, who hit .350 last season and led
the team in RBI's is back and more of the same is expected from him. Bob Dillon, a freshman drafted by
the Detroit Tigers, was the leading hitter last fall. He
plays both first base and catcher and has a very strong
arm. "1 hope Dillon will make up the power lost by
the graduation of Granata and Giusti." Also, he doesn't
strike out too much for a ballplayer his size. Ken Lamfero is another power hitter that Coach Cook is hoping
will produce. However, Lanifero must become more
consistent and cut down on his strikeouts. Coach Cook
categorizes Jim Monahan as a "hungry" hitter with a
big swing who must also cut down on his strikeouts.
Finch • Clutch Hitter
Another fine hitter that has recently come into his
own is Bob Castrignano, a second baseman. Castrignano
hit .290 last fall and now believes in himself as a hitter.
Because of last year's strong outfield, Bob Azzara was
unable to break the starting lineup. When injuries hit
the club. Azzara stepped in and did an outstanding
job. Catcher Tom Finch, who hit .345 before an injury
last season, is the best clutch hitter on the club. Finch
has a great arm and is an excellent handler of pitchers.
The infield will be ted by Eddie Wargo, who
Coach Cook terms as "the best defensive shortstop
Fairfiel5i has ever had." Wargo's hitting must improve,
if he is to be a good number two hitter. Other fine prospects are Kevin McKee, a freshman, who playS second,
short and third. McKee has a "very smooth glove," but
needs improvement at the plate, Dan Sullivan is also
a freshman, who is a good defensive outfielder with
fine speed.

The Stag Nine leaves for Florida either March
26th or 27th to complete their spring training. The
Stags, while in Florida will take on two professional
Class A teams. Coach Cook is very optimistic about
this upcoming season and is expecting improvements
by the Stags in all aspects of their game.
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bUI MR. RICHARD DIJULlA, the Tickel Manager.

Stag Five Conquers Canisius 76-73;
Magaletta Breaks Scoring Record
By TOM DUNN and
JIM CLARKE

S
T
A

Wayne Gibbons entered a bid
for All·Memorlal Auditorium
basketball honors tor the season
Saturday night as he packed 25
of his 'Z1 points into the closing
half to lead the Stags to a 76-73

victory over Canislus.
Canisius controlled the first
hall 'With good outside shooting
leading by as many as 10 points.
Falrfield in the opening minutes

G
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held the lead !o..1 on the shooting of Frank Magaletta. Forward Gary Stewart, who hit

I

for 24 points led .the Griffins
In the first halt as they raced
ahead 29-24 with 6:40 to go.
Magaletta &1d Frazer brought
t}\e Stags til within 2 points at
36-34, but Canislus outseored
the Stags 5--2 to take a 41-36
half·time lead Canis.lus shot

Fencers Continue Skid
Lose To Patterson 18-9
By FRANK OAROLLO

In their first enClOW1ter with
rated Patterson State

b.igfily

College, the Fairfield Fencers
(ailed to continue their strong
opening wins and bowed 18-9.
The meet was held in Wayne,

New Jersey, at Patterson State,
and this mared the first evening
meet (or the Fair:fleld team.
Fairfield began a bid for its
t\rst season's victory with opening wins by Greg Crossens m
sabre, Jim Sullivan and !.add
Raleigh in epee, and Frank
Carollo in foU. Despite winning
the first four bouts of the meet,
only the epee team continued
on toward a winning record.

The epee team. behind the
three wins of Ladd Raleigh,
saw Jim Sullivan with 2 wins

and 1 loss and Ken Alexander
added 2 wins also to amass a 7-2

record. 'This ranks as the highest winning team effort for the
Fencing team for this year.
N.E.I.T. SaturdAy
In foil. the 1-2 record ot
Frank Carollo counted as the
only winning bout (or this
team. Rich Tereba and Gary
Peloquin, rounded out the team,
but failed to score against the
\luick Patterson State (oil team.
The sabre team also failed to
record a win after the initial
performance of Greg Goossens.
Fencing also on the team were
Jim Buist and Vie Perrone.
Entering into the final two
weeks of their season, the Fencing team sends Its top six fencers to the N.E.I.T. Championship this Saturday, held at
Brandeis University. Following
this meet the team completes
Its season against Fordham, at
home, on March lol.

52.7 per cent against the Fair-field zone In the opening 20
minutes.
C8nislus' problems became
complicated shortly afterward
when Stewart picked. up his
third and fourth fouls and Cyde
Alexander went to dIe 'Deneb
for a rest.
Baskets by Magaletta, Art
Good and Gibbons sent the Stag
Five ahead 53-51 with 13:00 to
go. At 10:46 the Griffin coach
sent Stewart and Alexander
back Into the game. With 8:00
left Wayne started to hit and
the Stags were on their way.
Gibbons Leads Stags
Gibbons got the last 14 Fairfield ~ints. He also had a personal string of eight game
pllns after Gary Stewart hit a
jumper, Alexander a layup and
Bill De 'Mars a twisting re.bound to give Canisius a n-68
lead. Gibbons then got a basket
on a goal-tending call. Canlsius
(ailed to break the Stag zone
and kept passing It around on
the outsIde.
The Stags pressed the ball at
mldcourt, and Gibbons stole It
and went all the way. Then
Wayne was fouled twice In oneand-one situations and came
through each time for a string
ot nine straight free throws
made.
Gibbons hit on 9 of 19 trom
the floor and missed only once
from the fnul line. Frank Mapletta had 20 points and Mark
Fnuer, who continually drove
to the basket had 10 points.
The outcome reversed a
Queen City Invitational decision
between the Stags and Canlsius
during Christmas vacation. The
Griffins shot 48 percent from
the floor, while the Stags hit
on 43 percent of their shots.
The Stags were 18-for-23 from
the foul line.
The Stags lost their 11th
game to Georgetown last Monday night 95-70. The Stags
jumped out to an early lead but
with 9:00 left in the lint half
Georgetown outscored the Stags

Soph Bob Kelly drive. pWlt Bill De Mars of Canlala. in tbo
Stag '6·'S victory this put Sa.turday in Buftalo.
14·2. Magaletta brought Fair·
field back to within 3 points at
28-25, but the Stags never got
cklser. In the final 3 and a halt
minutes ot the haH the Stags
failed to score a field goal and
Georretown took a 40-27 half·
time lead. Early in the second
half Georgetown outscored the
Stags 16-1 and took a thlrt;y
point lead
Mapletta Breaks Scoring
Reconl

In the Georgetown game with
5:00 left in the first halt Frank

Magaletta hit on a jumper frun
the top of the key to break Bob
Hutter's (1960-63) all-time sc0r"ing record at Fairfield Hutter
had 1,315. Against Canislus
Magaletta tied Mike Branch's
record of most career field
goals. Frank needs 28 polnt:s ID
his final two games to break
Branch's single season scoring
record or 529 points. Last week
Magaletta was named to the
All-East ECAC Team of the
week for the second time this
sesson.

Frosh Lose 2 Straight
By FRANK AR,UADA

The freshman basketball team
dropped two games last week
making their record 13 and 6.
George Groom poured in 29
winls for the Stags, but the
frosh lost to a strong Manhattan
team 79-78 on Saturday, Feb-ruary 21 at Manhattan College
in New York City. The Jaspers
press In the first halt resulted
in many Stag turnovers. At the
end of the ftrst period Manhattan led 50-31. Steve Romano
scored 22 points while Tom Duffy grabbed 8 rebounds to tie
Groom for the lead in that
category.
Groom s.:ore. U
Five days !r.to:'! the Stags

dropped theIr sixth game ot the
season 74-61 on February 26
away, to St. Thomas More Prep.
The Prep led at the half 35-24,
as they caused many Fairfield
turnovers. Four Stags scored In
double .figures topped by Groom
who ta1l1ed 24 points. Tom OUt·
fy scored 12 and grabbed 8 reo

boon"'.
Last night the Stags went
after their fourteenth victory of
the sesson against Assumption
College but It was too late to be
included in this Issue of the
Stag. Tomorrow the frosh will
play their last game ot the season at home against Sacred
Heart University.

Hockey Statistics
These are the ftnal seorinI
statistics of the Falrfteld Hoekq
Club and the final Western Df..
visional standings for the 19691970 eeasaa.
Jhn Monahan
GuY LaFlamme

Ted Syberts
a.ucl< Frluc<a
Gerry Mlcbaud
Ken McNulty
Marty

Vierlina

T<m Fax

'I'lm mn
Don Boucher
Billy Norko
Jim Nugent
Dave F\1lton
Phil Miller

AILTIME S~ Scorer: Frank MapJetta pata 1D two ot IUs
I,W career points, a Fa1r6eld recoJ'd. (Photo by 1AIq').

Bob Kelly driVel! tor two acaJn.t ManhattaD last week at

MadIaoa Sqoare G&.rden. Slap bea, "aspen 11-69. (Photo

b1
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